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ABSTRACT. In a general class of measure-partitioning or fair-division prob- 
lems, the extremal case occurs when the measures are proportional. Applica- 
tions are given to classical and recent fair-division problems, and to statistical 
decision theory, mathematical physics, Banach space theory, and inequalities 
for continuous random variables. 

1. Introduction. In many measure-partitioning inequalities the critical case, 
where equality is attained, often occurs when the measures are proportional; this 
happens for example in "fair-division" or "cake-cutting" inequalities of Neyman [8], 
Steinhaus, Banach and Knaster [10], Dubins and Spanier [2], and Hill [4, 5, 6]. 
The main purpose of this note is to prove the following proportionality principle 
for nonatomic measures (Theorem 1), and to give a number of applications of the 
theorem. 

Of course, if the measures involved are all probability measures, proportionality 
means equality of the measures, and it is in this setting that the theorem will be 
stated. For arbitrary nonzero finite measures a simple rescaling of the measures 
yields the corresponding inequality; an example of this is seen in Corollary 4 below. 

The following notation is used throughout this paper: 
Mli.. - * * Xn are (countably additive, nonnegative) measures on a general measur- 

able space (S,,); 
ik = Hk(ST) is the collection of F-measurable k-partitions {Ai}k1 of S; 
.9k is the set of probabilities on k points, i.e., 

9'k= {P=(Pl, Pk) E Rk:Pi >OVi,ZPi =1}; 

Mn,k is the set of real-valued n x k matrices; and 
p(A) is the n x k matrix (,ui(Aj))j=,.1.n;j=1...k, for A = {A}=lj 1 E 11k 
In typical measure-partitioning or fair-division problems, a function f: Mn,k R 

is given and the best constant C is sought so that 

(1) sup{f(p(A)): A E Hlk} > C. 
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ABSTRACT. In a general class of measure-partitioning or fair-division prob
lems, the extremal case occurs when the measures are proportional. Applica
tions are given to classical and recent fair-division problems, and to statistical
decision theory, mathematical physics, Banach space theory, and inequalities
for continuous random variables.

1. Introduction. In many measure-partitioning inequalities the critical case,
where equality is attained, often occurs when the measures are proportional; this
happens for example in "fair-division" or "cake-cutting" inequalities of Neyman [8],
Steinhaus, Banach and Knaster [10], Dubins and Spanier [2], and Hill [4, 5, 6].
The main purpose of this note is to prove the following proportionality principle
for nonatomic measures (Theorem 1), and to give a number of applications of the
theorem.

Of course, if the measures involved are all probability measures, proportionality
means equality of the measures, and it is in this setting that the theorem will be
stated. For arbitrary nonzero finite measures a simple rescaling of the measures
yields the corresponding inequality; an example of this is seen in Corollary 4 below.

The following notation is used throughout this paper:
J-ll, ... , J-ln are (countably additive, nonnegative) measures on a general measur

able space (8,7);
Ilk = Ilk(7) is the collection of 7-measurable k-partitions {Ai}f=l of 8;
fJlJk is the set of probabilities on k points, i.e.,

Mn,k is the set of real-valued n x k matrices; and
A A k

p(A) is the n x k matrix (J-li(Aj))i=l, ... ,n;j=l,... ,k, for A = {Aj}i=l E Ilk.
In typical measure-partitioning or fair-division problems, a function j: Mn,k ~ R

is given and the best constant C is sought so that

(1) sup{j(p(A)): A E Ilk} ~ C.
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If C is known and the measures are nonatomic, the inequality (1) is usually 
easy to prove using the Convexity Theorem of Lyapounov [7] or a generalization 
of the convexity theorem (cf. Dvoretzky, Wald and Wolfowitz [3] or Dubins and 
Spanier [2]). The advantage of Theorem 1 below, which also is a consequence of 
Lyapounov's theorem, is that the best constant C is identified as a "proportionality 
constant" depending only on f. 

DEFINITION. For f: Mn,k -+ R, define 

C(f) := sup f | 1=***= Pn E O,,,k - 0(f):suP{f( ~:) Pi .PnPE k} 

THEOREM 1. If li ,... ,n are nonatomic probability measures and f is any 
real valued function on Mn,k, then 

(2) sup{f (p(A)): A E Hk} > C(f), 

and this bound is best possible. Moreover if C(f) is attained for some p in 9k, 
then there exists a measurable k-partition A of S satisfying 

(3) f(p(A)) = C(f). 

REMARKS. In many natural applications, such as those in the following section, 
f can even be taken to be continuous, in which case the compactness of Yk implies 
that C(f) is attained. For many problems, if the measures pl,.... , n are not 
proportional, the inequality in (2) can be shown to be strict (cf. Urbanik [12], 
Dubins and Spanier [2], and Hill [5]). 

2. Applications of Theorem 1. Although it will not be explicitly stated 
every time, each of the inequalities (4)-(10) below is best possible, i.e., is attained 
for some {1cpi}. 

COROLLARY 1 (STEINHAUS, BANACH AND KNASTER [10]). If ui. ***n 
are continuous probability measures, there is a measurable partition {Aj}j>=1 of S 
satisfying 

(4) 1ui(Ai) > 1/n for all i = 1, ..., n. 

PROOF. Let f: Mn,n - R be given by f ((aij)) = mini aii. 
Then C(f) = sup{minj<nPi: (P1, -.. ,Pn) E 9?4n} = 1/n, and since f is continu- 

ous, (4) holds (even with equality) by (3). o 
(The elegant and practical solution in [10] is even constructive in the case of 

continuous measures, unlike the proof presented here which holds for the more 
general nonatomic case.) 

COROLLARY 2 (NEYMAN [8]). If ,l...,,u are nonatomic probability mea- 
sures, for each k > 1 there exists a measurable k-partition {Aj}lk_1 of S satisfying 

(5) pi(Aj)= 1/k for all i = 1, ... .,n; j=1,..., k. 

PROOF. Let f: Mn,k R be given by 

f =((aij)) m- i' lai - ai,it I 
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If C is known and the measures are nonatomic, the inequality (1) is usually
easy to prove using the Convexity Theorem of Lyapounov [7] or a generalization
of the convexity theorem (cf. Dvoretzky, Wald and Wolfowitz [3] or Dubins and
Spanier [2]). The advantage of Theorem 1 below, which also is a consequence of
Lyapounov's theorem, is that the best constant C is identified as a "proportionality
constant" depending only on f.

DEFINITION. For f: Mn,k ~ R, define

THEOREM 1. If J-lI, ... ,J-ln are nonatomic probability measures and f is any
real valued function on Mn,k' then

(2) sup{f(p(A)): A E ilk} ~ C(f),

and this bound is best possible. Moreover if C(f) is atta~·ned for some p in 9'k,
then there exists a measurable k-partition A of S satisfying

(3) f(p(A)) = C(f)·

REMARKS. In many natural applications, such as those in the following section,
f can even be taken to be continuous, in which case the compactness of 9'k implies
that C(f) is attained. For many problems, if the measures J-lI, ... , J-ln are not
proportional, the inequality in (2) can be shown to be strict (cf. Urbanik [12],
Dubins and Spanier [2], and Hill [5]).

2. Applications of Theorem 1. Although it will not be explicitly stated
every time, each of the inequalities (4)-(10) below is best possible, Le., is attained
for some {J-li}.

COROLLARY 1 (STEINHAUS, BANACH AND KNASTER [10]). If J-lI, ... ,J-ln
are continuous probability measures, there is a measurable partition {Aj}j=1 of S
satisfying

(4) J-li(Ai ) ~ lin for all i = 1, ... , n.

PROOF. Let f: Mn,n ~ R be given by f((aij)) = mini aii.
Then C(f) = sup{mini~nPi: (PI, ... ,Pn) E 9"n} = lin, and since f is continu

ous, (4) holds (even with equality) by (3). 0

(The elegant and practical solution in [10] is even constructive in the case of
continuous measures, unlike the proof presented here which holds for the more
general nonatomic case.)

COROLLARY 2 (NEYMAN [8]). If J-lI, ... ,J-ln are nonatomic probability mea
sures, for each k ~ 1 there exists a measurable k-partition {A j }j=1 of S satisfying

(5) J-li(Aj) = 11k for all i = 1, ... ,n; j = 1, ... ,k.

PROOF. Let f: Mn,k ~ R be given by

f((aij)) = - .qJ.¥'! laij - ai!J·!I·
1"J,1, ,J
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Then C(f) = sup{-maxi,j lPi-PjI: (P1, .. ,Pk) E k} = 0, so since f is contin- 
uous, (3) implies the existence of a partition {A3}=1 = A E I1k with f(,u(A)) = 0, 
which implies that pi (Aj) = , 1(A1) for all i = 1,... , n and j = 1, ... , k. Since the 
{pi } are probabilities, this establishes (5). o 

COROLLARY 3 (DUBINS AND SPANIER [2]). If ,1, ... ,tun are nonatomic 
probability measures, and a E 30n, then there exists a measurable n-partition 
{Aj }>'n1 of S satisfying 

(6) pi(Ai) > ?i for all i =1,...,n. 

PROOF. Let f: Mn,n - R be given by 

f ((aij)) = max a ajj- aj. 
i 

It follows easily that C(f) = 0, sO (5) holds (even with equality) by (3), since f is 
continuous. 0 

The next result is a close analog of the "harmonic mean" theorem in Hill [5]; A 
is any nonatomic measure on (S, ); 119g1P is the Lp-norm (f IgIP dA)1/P of g and 
l1g91 = l1gill; and IA is the indicator function of A. 

COROLLARY 4. Let f, ... , fn E Lp(A), p > 0. Then there exists a measurable 
partition {Ai} L1 of S satisfying 

(7) 1 IfiIAi I IP > (I I?f1 I I P + +fn l l/P for all i = 1, ...,n. 

PROOF. Assume p = 1; the proof for general p > 0 is similar. If jIfijj = 0 for 
some i, then fi a4 0 and the result is trivial, so assume mi := Ifi jj > 0 for all 
i = 1,... , n. Let uit(.) = mi1 f( ) ifil dA, and observe that p1, ... I, n are nonatomic 

probability measures on (S, Sl). Define f: Mn,n - R by 

f ((aij)) = min mia . 
i<n 

It follows easily [5, Lemma 2.2] that C(f) = (m7 1 + + m-1)-1, so since f 
is continuous (3) implies the existence of a measurable partition {A }=Lj of S 
satisfying 

minmi2ui(Ai) = (m7 1 + + m-1)1. 
i<n 

Since mi2i(A) = fA jfil dA, the conclusion (7) follows, even with equality. 0 
(Note that for p = 1, Corollary 4 is equivalent to Corollary 1.) 

COROLLARY 5. Let Xi, x2,..., Xn be independent continuous random vari- 
ables on a probability space P F), and let k be any integer 1 < k < n. Then 
there exists a Borel set A C R satisfying 

(8) P(X2EAfori<kandXi Afori>k)> (k)k(k) 

PROOF. Define /u1,.**,/,n by uit(.)=P(Xi E (.)), and define f:Mn,2- R by 

k n 

f((aij)) = rlail Jl ai. 
i=1 i=k+1 
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(8)

Then C (f) = sup{ - maxi,j Ipi - Pj I: (PI, ... ,Pk) E fJlJk } = 0, so since f is contin
uous, (3) implies the existence of a partition {Aj }1=1 = A E Ilk with f(p(A)) = 0,
which implies that J.li(A j ) = J.ll (AI) for all i = 1, ... , nand j = 1, ... , k. Since the
{J.li} are probabilities, this establishes (5). 0

COROLLARY 3 (DUBINS AND SPANIER [2]). If J.ll, ... ,J.ln are nonatomic
probability measures, and a E fJlJn , then there exists a measurable n-partition
{Aj}j=l of 8 satisfying

(6) J.li(Ai ) ~ ai for all i = 1, ... ,n.

PROOF. Let f: Mn,n ---+ R be given by

f((aij)) = mt;tX lajj - ajl·
)

It follows easily that C(f) = 0, so (5) holds (even with equality) by (3), since f is
continuous. 0

The next result is a close analog of the "harmonic mean" theorem in Hill [5]; A
is any nonatomic measure on (8,sr); IIgllp is the Lp-norm (J IglP dA)l/P of g and
IIgll = IIglll; and IA is the indicator function of A.

COROLLARY 4. Let fl,"" fn E Lp(A), P > O. Then there exists a measurable'
partition {Ai}i'=l of 8 satisfying

(7) IIfi IA i lip ~ (lIflll;P + ... + IIfnll;P)-l/p for all i = 1, ... , n.

PROOF. Assume P = 1; the proof for general P > 0 is similar. If Ilfill = 0 for
some i, then fi a~. 0 and the result is trivial, so assume mi := IIfill > 0 for all
i = 1, ... , n. Let J.li(·) = mil J(.) Ifil dA, and observe that J.ll,"" J.ln are nonatomic
probability measures on (8,sr). Define f: Mn,n ---+ R by

f((a .. )) = minm·a··.
1,) i~n 1, 1,1,

It follows easily [5, Lemma 2.2] that C(f) = (mIl + ... + m~l )-1, so since f
is continuous (3) implies the existence of a measurable partition {Ai}i'=l of 8
satisfying

min m·J.l·(A·) = (m- l + ... + m- l )-1.
i~n 1, 1, 1, 1 n

Since miJ.li(A) = JA Ifil dA, the conclusion (7) follows, even with equality. 0

(Note that for P = 1, Corollary 4 is equivalent to Corollary 1.)

COROLLARY 5. Let Xl, X 2 , ..• , X n be independent continuous random vari
ables on a probability space (0, /7, P), and let k be any integer 1 S k S n. Then
there exists a Borel set A C R satisfying

(k)k( _k)n-k
P(Xi E A for i ~ k and Xi ~ A for i > k) ~;; 7 ·

PROOF. Define J.ll,"" J.ln by J.li(·) = P(Xi E (')), and define f: Mn,2 ---+ R by

k n

f((aij)) = IT ail IT ai2·
i=l i=k+l
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It is easy to show that 0(f) - kk(n - k)n-kn-n, so (8) (with equality) follows 
from (3). 0 

The next result is a problem from mathematical physics involving the equilibrium 
positions of n + 1 unit "masses" in [0, 1] (see [11, p. 140]); here pi(Ai) represents 
the "distance" between the ith mass and the (i - 1)st mass. 

THEOREM 2. If1tsI ..., qin are nonatomic probability measures, then there exists 
a measurable n-partition {Ai}j=1 of S satisfying 

(9) 17 (pi(Ai) + + . j?(Aj)) > 1 tCi-Cili 
i,j=l1,...,n i,j=1 ,...,n 

i<j i<j 

where Cl, ... XCn are the zeroes of the (rescaled) Jacobi polynomial Pn(2x - 1). 

PROOF. Define f: Mn,n - R by 

f ((aij))= 1 (ati + + ajj). 
i,j=1,...,n 

i<j 

By Theorem 6.7.1 of [11], C(f) is the constant on the right-hand side of (9); the 
conclusion follows as before from (3). o 

The final application of Theorem 1 is to the classification problem of statistical 
decision theory. A random variable X has one of the known distributions pi, .. ., ,un, 
but it is not known which. A single observation (realization) X(W) is made, and it 
then must be guessed from which of the n distributions the observation came. A 
decision rule corresponds to a measurable partition {Ai}n=1 of R ("if X(w) E Ai, 
guess distribution pui"), and a loss L(i, j) is incurred if the guess is ,uj and the true 
distribution is ,pi. The objective is to minimize the maximum expected loss 

n 

R(L; p) = inf {max L(i, i)pi (Aj): {Ai }n1 l E Hn (RI B)} 

COROLLARY 6. Let ,lu, .. n be continuous probability distributions, and let 
LE Mn,n. Then 

(10) R(L; ,u) < inf{ R(L, p): p E 97nl = V(L), 

where R(L,p) is maxi?n{Z> nL(i,j)p%}, the maximum loss of one player in a 
game using mixed strategy p against strategies (pure or mixed) of the opponent, 
and V(L) is the usual value of the game in mixed strategies when the payoff matrix 
is -L. Moreover this bound is best possible. 

PROOF. Define f: Mn,n - R by 

n 

f ((aij)) -max L(i, j)aij, 
- j=1 

and apply Theorem 1. o 
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It is easy to show that C(f) = kk(n - k)n-kn-n, so (8) (with equality) follows
from (3). 0

The next result is a problem from mathematical physics involving the equilibrium
positions of n + 1 unit "masses" in [0,1] (see [11, p. 140]); here Jli(Ai) represents
the "distance" between the ith mass and the (i - 1)st mass.

THEOREM 2. If Jl1, ... ,Jln are nonatomic probability measures, then there ~xists

a measurable n-partition {Ai }i=l of S satisfying

(9)
i,j=l, ... ,n

i<j
i,i=l, ... ,n

i<j

where C1, ... ,Cn are the zeroes of the (rescaled) Jacobi polynomial Pn(2x 1).

PROOF. Define f: Mn,n --+- R by

f((aij)) = II (aii + ... + ajj).
i,i=l, ... ,n

i<j

By Theorem 6.7.1 of [11], C(f) is the constant on the right-hand side of (9); the
conclusion follows as before from (3). 0

The final application of Theorem 1 is to the classification problem of statistical
decision theory. A random variable X has one of the known distributions Jl1 , · .. , Jln,
but it is not known which. A single observation (realization) X(w) is made, and it
then must be guessed from which of the n distributions the observation came. A
decision rule corresponds to a measurable partition {Ai }i=l of R ("if X(w) E Ai,
guess distribution Jli")' and a loss L(i, j) is incurred if the guess is Jlj and the true
distribution is Jli. The objective is to minimize the maximum expected loss

COROLLARY 6. Let Jl1, ... ,Jln be continuous probability distributions, and let
L E Mn,n. Then

(10) R(L; 1') ~ inf{R(L, p): p E 9'n} = V(L),

where R(L,p) is maxi~n{Ej=l L(i,j)PJ'}, the maximum loss of one player in a
game using mixed strategy p against strategies (pure or mixed) of the opponent,
and V (L) is the usual value of the game in mixed strategies when the payoff matrix
is -L. Moreover this bound is best possible.

PROOF. Define f: Mn,n --+- R by

and apply Theorem 1. 0
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3. Proof of Theorem 1. Fix f: M,,k -p R, and p = (P1,.. , Pk) E 9k* Since 
the {,} are nonatomic, Lyapounov's Theorem implies that the range R(,) = 

{(8i(A),. .,1I(A)): A E '} is a convex (and compact) subset of RI. Taking 
A = 0 and A = S shows that (0,,...,0) and (1,1,...,1) are in R(p), so (by 
convexity) (P1,P 1, , P1) E R (p), which implies that there is a set A1 E 7 with 
pi(Al) = = 1n(Ai) = Pi. Apply this same argument next to S\A1 to obtain 
a set A2 E ., disjoint from A1, which satisfies p (A2) = ... = 1n (A2) = P2, and 
then to S\(A1 U A2), etc. to obtain a k-partition A = {Aj}k_1 E 7 satisfying 

(P) 
p(A)= . 

Since p E 9k was arbitrary, applying f to p(A) completes the proof of (2) and 
(3). 0 

(An alternate short proof of Theorem 1 can also be based on the "matrix- 
convexity" results in [2 or 3]; the proof given above is more elementary in that 
it depends only on the classical convexity theorem.) 

Although in some partitioning problems with atoms the extremal case is also the 
proportional one (e.g., Hill [6]), in general the conclusion of Theorem 1 may fail if 
the measures have atoms, even if f is continuous. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let S = {a,b}, Y9 = {0,{a},{b},S}; let pi ({a}) = s2({b}) = 1, 
pi ({b}) = Y2({a}) = 0; and let f: M2,2 - R be given by 

f (a, 
a2 

miin(l 
- ai). a3 a4/ 

Then 

sup{f(p(A)): A E H2} = 0 < 1/2= f (1/2 1/2 =C(f). 

REMARK. All of the main results of this paper remain valid in the setting of 
nonatomic finitely additive measures on a-algebras or the somewhat more general 
class of algebras considered by Armstrong and Prikry [1], who showed that the 
convexity conclusion of Lyapounov's theorem holds in that more general setting. 
In Corollary 4, if A is only finitely additive, Vp functions may be more appropriate 
than L. functions (see Chapter 7 of [9]), especially if A is finite. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The author is grateful to Professor J. Geronimo for several 
conversations concerning Theorem 2, and to the referee for several suggestions and 
corrections. 
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3. Proof of Theorem 1. Fix f: Mn,k ~ R, and P = (PI, ... ,Pk) E f!/Jk. Since
the {J.li} are nonatomic, Lyapounov's Theorem implies that the range R(p) =
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Since p E f!/Jk was arbitrary, applying f to p(A) completes the proof of (2) and
(3). 0

(An alternate short proof of Theorem 1 can also be based on the "matrix
convexity" results in [2 or 3]; the proof given above is more elementary in that
it depends only on the classical convexity theorem.)

Although in some partitioning problems with atoms the extremal case is also the
proportional one (e.g., Hill [6]), in general the conclusion of Theorem 1 may fail if
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